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The paradigm: Standard Model (1967)

Vol.UME 19, NU~BER 21 PHYSICAL REVIEW I.KTTKRS 20 NOVEMBER 1967

~~ In obtaining the expression (11) the mass difference
between the charged and neutral has been ignored.

~2M. Adernollo and R. Gatto, Nuovo Cimento 44A, 282
(1966); see also J. Pasupathy and H, . E. Marshak,
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 888 (1966).

~3The predicted ratio I.eq. |,'12)] from the current alge-

bra is slightly larger than that (0.23%) obtained from
the p-dominance model of Ref. 2. This seems to be
true also in the other case of the ratio &(t) ~+m y}/
&(V V} calculated in Refs. 12 and 14.

L. M. Brown and P. Singer, Phys. Rev. Letters 8,
460 (1962}.
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Steven Weinberger
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Leptons interact only with photons, and with
the intermediate bosons that presumably me-
diate weak interactions. What could be more
natura, l than to unite' these spin-one bosons
into a multiplet of gauge fields? Standing in
the way of this synthesis are the obvious dif-
ferences in the masses of the photon and inter-
rnediate meson, and in their couplings. We
might hope to understand these differences
by imagining that the symmetries relating the
weak and electromagnetic interactions a,re ex-
act symmetries of the Lagrangian but are bro-
ken by the vacuum. However, this raises the
specter of unwanted massless Goldstone bosons. '
This note will describe a model in which the
symmetry between the electromagnetic and
weak interactions is spontaneously broken,
but in which the Goldstone bosons are avoided
by introducing the photon and the intermediate-
boson fields as gauge fields. s The model may
be renormalizable.

We will restrict our attention to symmetry
groups that connect the observed electron-type
leptons only with each other, i.e. , not with
muon-type leptons or other unobserved leptons
or hadrons. The symmetries then act on a left-
handed doublet

and on a right-handed singlet

R = 4(i-},)le.

The largest group that leaves invariant the kine-
matic terms -I-yI" 8 &L -R yI" 8&B of the Lagrang-
ian consists of the electronic isospin T acting
on L, plus the numbers NI„Ng of left- and
right-handed electron-type leptons. As far
as we know, two of these symmetries are en-
tirely unbroken: the charge Q = T3 NR 2NL—, —
and the electron number N=N~+NL. But the
gauge field corresponding to an unbroken sym-
metry will have zero mass, ' and there is no
massless particle coupled to N, ' so we must
form our gauge group out of the electronic iso-
spin T and the electronic hyperchange F=—Ng
+ 2NL.

Therefore, we shall construct our Lagrang-
ian out of L and B, plus gauge fields A& and

B& coupled to T and ~, plus a spin-zero dou-
blet

whose vacuum expectation value will break T
and ~ and give the electron its mass. The on-
ly renormalizable Lagrangian which is invar-
iant under T and & gauge transformations is

2=-g(6 A —6 A +gA xA ) -«(6 B -6 B ) -R}' (& ig'B )R Ly (6 igt—~ A —i2g'B )L-
p. V V p, P, V P V V P P

1 1 2 — 4 2 2igA ~ ty-+i ,g'B yl ——G (LcpR+Ry L)—M y y+h(y y) . (4)p, p, p, 1

We have chosen the phase of the 8 field to make Ge real, and can also adjust the phase of the L and
Q fields to make the vacuum expectation value A.

—= (y') real. The "physical" p fields are then p
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1973: neutral currents

νe→ νe at bubble chamber Gargamelle, CERN, 1973

In the following years colliders were fundamental in establishing the
SM particle content
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Consistent extension to the quark sector

REGGE MODEL FOR I'1*(1385)—P RODUCTION REACTIONS

exchange reactions" (~+p +E-+2+', vr p-+E'4', etc.)
gives the intercepts n0, =0.35 and opo=0.24 (with
uncertain errors). The intercepts resulting from an
analysis of total cross-section data are also consistent
with the values of the present analysis provided we
postulate" that the Pomeranchuk trajectory has a
small I=O octet component in addition to the usual
SU(3) singlet component. Table I summarizes the
situation on the intercepts of the q and Q trajectories.

In conclusion, the following comments may be made:
Although the quality of the 6ts in the present case is
not comparable with those which can be made with the
6-production data, it nevertheless demonstrates that
5U(3) symmetry for Regge vertices and Regge behavior
are consistent with the data. Further, the same mecha-
nism seems to be operative in the production of these
members of the 2+ decuplet. The q and Q trajectories

"D. D. Reeder and K. V. L. Sarma, Phys. Rev. 1'72, 1566
(1968).' K. V. L. Sarma and G. H. Renninger, Phys. Rev. Letters 20,
399 (1969).

do not seem to be degenerate, '0 and the values deter-
mined from the analysis of the F'q*(1385)-production
reactions are consistent with earlier determinations
from other reactions.
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'0 K. W. Lai and J. Louie PNucl. Phys. 319, 205 (1970)j have
examined reactions (1) and (2) with a view to testing the exchange
degeneracy of the E* and E~* exchanges. They 6nd that ex-
change degeneracy is not indicated in these reactions. D. J.
Crennell et al. t Phys. Rev. Letters 23, 1347 (1969)) and P. R.
Auvil et aI. (Phys. Letters 31B, 303 (1970)j have found that the
data on meson-baryon hypercharge exchange reactions similarly
do not indicate exchange degeneracy for these exchanges.
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Weak Interactions with Lepton-Hadron Synnnetry*

S. L. GLAsHow, J. ILIQPQULos, AND L. MAIANIt

Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MassachlseNs OZ139

(Received 5 March 1970)

We propose a model of weak interactions in which the currents are constructed out of four basic quark
fields and interact with a charged massive vector boson. We show, to all orders in perturbation theory,
that the leading divergences do not violate any strong-interaction symmetry and the next to the leading
divergences respect all observed weak-interaction selection rules. The model features a remarkable symmetry
between leptons and quarks. The extension of our model to a complete Yang-Milis theory is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

EAR-INTERACTION phenomena are well de-
scribed by a simple phenomenological model

involving a single charged vector boson coupled to an
appropriate current. Serious difficulties occur only when

this model is considered as a quantum Geld theory,
and is examined in other than lowest-order perturbation
theory. ' These troubles are of two kinds. First, the
theory is too singular to be conventionally renormal-
ized. Although our attention is not directed at this
problem, the model of weak. interactions we propose

*Work supported in part by the Office of Naval Research, under
Contract No. N00014-67-A-0028, and the U. S. Air Force under
Contract No, AF49 (638)-1380.

f On leave of absence from the Laboratori di Fisica, Istituto
Superiore di Santa, Roma, Italy.

' 3. L. IoBe and E. P. Shabalin, Yadern. Fiz. 6, 828 (1967)
/Soviet J. Nucl. Phys. 6, 603 (1968)$; Z. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
Pis'ma v Redaktsiyu 6, 978 (1967) /Soviet Phys. JETP Letters
6, 390 (1967)j; R. N. Mohapatra, J. Subba Rao, and R. E. Mar-
shak, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 1081 (1968); Phys. Rev. 1'71, 1502
(1968);F. E. Low, Comments Nucl. Particle Phys. 2, 33 (1968);
R. N. Mohapatra and P. Olesen, Phys. Rev. 1'79, 1917 (1969).

may readily be extended to a massive Yang-Mills
model, which may be amenable to renormalization with
modern techniques. The second problem concerns the
selection rules and the relationships among coupling
constants which are carefully and deliberately incorpo-
rated into the original phenomenological Lagrangian.
Our principal concern is the fact that these properties
are not necessarily maintained by higher-order weak
interactions.

Weak-interaction processes, and their higher-order
weak corrections, may be classified' according to their
dependence upon a suitably introduced cutoff momen-

tum A. Contributions to the 5 matrix of the form

(where G is the usual Fermi coupling constant and A„
are dimensionless parameters) are called zeroth-order

' T. D. Lee, Nuovo Cimento 59A, 579 (1969).

• prediction of a fourth quark (“charm”) =⇒ 1974: discovery
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1975: the unexpected τ lepton at SLAC
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the fifth and sixth quarks

1995, pp̄ collisions (
√
s ∼ 1.8 TeV)

at Tevatron, Fermilab
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1983: W and Z0 vector bosons

UA1 and UA2 experiments at SPS collider
√
s ∼ 600 GeV, Cern, 80s.

Decay W → `ν and Z0 → l+l− in pp̄ collisions
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Higgs boson: last SM ingredient, LHC (2012)

• Confirmation in two Higgs decay channel:
• photon pair
• 4 leptons (e.g. e+e−µ+µ−)
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SM in a picture

• in the process of discovering the SM particles, a crucial point has
been to have colliders of increasing energy

• During last three decades the SM has been tested to high level of
precision by means of (leptonic and hadronic) colliders
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First collider ever built: AdA, LNF (Italy)

• VEP-1 collider, Novosibirsk (Russia)
• Princeton-Stanford Colliding Beam Experiment, Stanford (USA)
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Relevant parameters for collider maximum energy

• energy loss by sincrotron radiation of charged particles bent by a
magnetic field

∆E ∼
(
E

m

)4

× 1

R

• limiting factor for e+e− collider. E.g. at LEP @
√
s = 210 GeV

Ebeam = 105 GeV =⇒ P ∼ 22 MW→ 800
W

m

• for comparison, proton beam at LHC of 6.5 TeV =⇒ P ∼ 0.2 W/m
• achievable magnetic field in dipoles with available technologies

Ebeam(TeV) = 0.3R(km)B(Tesla)

• main limiting factor in pushing up LHC energy
• achievable accelerating e.m. field gradient G on a distance l

E = eGl
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Other relevant parameter: luminosity

dNexp

dt
= Lσ

L = f
N1N2

A
f = collision frequency

Ni = particles in colliding bunches

A = effective overlap area of the beams

• time integrated luminosity L =⇒ total number of collected events

see lectures by F. Zimmermann
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Time evolution of maximum energy and luminositythen, following the demands of  high energy physics, the paths of the colliders diverged to reach 

record high energies in the particle reaction.  The Large Hadron Colider (LHC) was built at 

CERN,  while new e+e- colliders called “particle factories” were focused on detail exploration 

of phenomena at much lower energies. 

 

Figure 2: Colliders over the decades.   

 

 The exploration of rare particle physics events require appropriately high energy but also 

sufficiently high number of them. The event rate dNexp/dt in a collider is proportional to the 

interactions cross-section σint and the factor of proportionality is called the luminosity:  

int

exp
 L

dt

dN
 ,       (2) 

If two bunches containing N1 and N2 particles collide with frequency f, the luminosity is: 

A

NN
fL 21    ,        (3) 

where A is an effective overlap area of the beams. In the simplest case of two bunches with 

identical Gaussian transverse beam profiles characterized by rms widths of σx and σy,  the overlap 

area is approximately equal to A=4πσxσy (we omit here any corrections due to non-uniform 

longitudinal profile of the luminous region.) The beam size can in turn be expressed in terms of 

the rms normalized transverse emittance  (which is an approximate adiabatic invariant of 

particle motion during acceleration) and the amplitude function β (which is a beam optics 

quantity determined by accelerator transverse, most often magnetic, focusing system):  




 2    ,        (4) 

=E/mc
2
 is the relativistic Lorentz factor.  So, the basic equation for the luminosity (3) can now 

be re-written in terms of emittances and the amplitude functions at the interaction point (which 

we denote by asterisks) as 

**

21

4 yyxx

NN
fL


    .        (5) 

 

Therefore  to achieve high luminosity, one has to maximize population of bunches with as low as 

possible emittances and to collide them at high frequency at locations where the focusing beam 

optics provide the lowest values of the amplitude functions  β*x,y. Increasing the beam energy 

and thus, factor  in Eq.(5), is, generally speaking, of help, too.  

 Figure 3 demonstrates impressive progress of luminosities of colliding beam facilities 

since the invention of the method Again, the triangles are lepton colliders and full circles are for 

hadron colliders. One can see that over the last 50 years, the performance of the colliders has 

improved by more than 6 orders of magnitude and reached record high values of over 10
34

cm
-2

s
-

1
. At such luminosity, one can expect to produce, e.g., 100 events over one year of operation 

(about 10
7
 s) if the reaction cross section is 1 femtobarn (fb)=10

-39
 cm

2
.  

 

V.D. Shiltsev, arXiv:1205.3087
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Leptonic vs hadronic colliders

• e+e− colliders: pointlike electrons =⇒ clean signatures in the
detectors
• center of mass energy known with good precision
• reliable perturbative theoretical predictions (ew interactions)
• ideal machines for precision studies
• limited by sincrotron radiation in maximum achievable energy

• pp/pp̄ colliders: protons are composite hadrons =⇒ at large
four-momentum transfers the collisions between quarks and
gluons
• potential contamination from underlying event (interaction between

the beam remnants)
• large backgrounds from QCD processes

• αs > αem and gluons interact only through QCD
• center of mass energy accessible through PDF’s which need input

from experimental data
• interesting hard scattering energy lower than nominal c.m. energy
• typically less precise theoretical predictions
• almost absence of sincrotron radiation =⇒ ideal discovery

machines
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’89-2001: LEP1-2; ’92-’98: SLC; ’86-2011: Tevatron

1 km
LEP

ALEPH

L3

DELPHI

OPAL

SPS

PS

France

Jura
Mountains

Geneva Airport

Switzerland

Figure 1.3: The LEP storage ring, showing the locations of the four experiments, and the PS
and SPS accelerators used to pre-accelerate the electron and positron bunches.

Year Centre-of-mass Integrated
energy range luminosity

[GeV] [pb−1]

1989 88.2 – 94.2 1.7
1990 88.2 – 94.2 8.6
1991 88.5 – 93.7 18.9
1992 91.3 28.6
1993 89.4, 91.2, 93.0 40.0
1994 91.2 64.5
1995 89.4, 91.3, 93.0 39.8

Table 1.1: Approximate centre-of-mass energies and integrated luminosities delivered per LEP
experiment. In 1990 and 1991, a total of about 7 pb−1 was taken at off-peak energies, and
20 pb−1 per year in 1993 and in 1995. The total luminosity used by the experiments in the
analyses was smaller by 10–15% due to data taking inefficiencies and data quality cuts.

17

1.1.2 SLC

The SLC [6] was the first e+e− linear collider. As such, its mode of operation was significantly
different from that of LEP. It used the SLAC linear accelerator to accelerate alternate bunches
of electrons and positrons, a set of two damping rings to reduce the size and energy spread
of the electron and positron bunches, and two separate arcs to guide the bunches to a single
interaction region, as shown in Figure 1.4. The repetition rate was 120 Hz, compared to either
45 kHz or 90 kHz, depending on the mode, for LEP.

Final
Focus

IP

Compton
Polarimeter

Collider 
Arcs

Linac

e+ 
Source

e+ 
Return Line

Spin Rotation
Solenoids

Thermionic
Source

Polarized 
e− Source

Electron Spin
Direction

e+
Damping Ring

e−
Damping Ring e− Spin

Vertical

e− Extr. Line 
Spectrometer

e+ Extr. Line 
Spectrometer

(LTR 
Solenoid)

1 km

Figure 1.4: The SLC linear collider complex, showing the electron source, the damping rings,
the positron source, the 3 km long linac and arcs and the final focus. The helix and arrow
superimposed on the upper arc schematically indicate the electron spin precession which occurs
during transport.

The standard operating cycle began with the production of two closely spaced electron
bunches, the first of which was longitudinally polarised. These bunches were accelerated part
way down the linac before being stored in the electron damping rings at 1.2 GeV. In the linac-
to-ring (LTR) transfer line, the longitudinal polarisation was rotated first into a horizontal
transverse orientation, and then, using a spin rotator magnet, into a vertical orientation per-
pendicular to the plane of the damping ring. After damping, the two bunches were extracted
and accelerated in the linac. At 30 GeV, the second bunch was diverted to a target, where
positrons were created. The positrons were captured, accelerated to 200 MeV and sent back
to the beginning of the linac, where they were then stored in the positron damping ring. The
positron bunch was then extracted just before the next two electron bunches, and accelerated.
The remaining positron and electron bunches were accelerated to the final energy of ≈ 46.5 GeV
and then transported in the arcs to the final focus and interaction point. Approximately 1 GeV
was lost in the arcs due to synchrotron radiation, so the centre-of-mass energy of the e+e−

collisions was at the peak of the Z resonance. The electron spins were manipulated during
transport in the arcs, so that the electrons arrived at the interaction point with longitudinal
polarisation.

The era of high-precision measurements at SLC started in 1992 with the first longitudinally
polarised beams. The polarisation was achieved by shining circularly polarised laser light on a
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events at LEP and Tevatron
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Figure 1.7: Pictures of qq, e+e−, µ+µ− and τ+τ− final states, visualised with the event displays
of the OPAL, DELPHI, L3 and ALEPH collaborations, respectively. In all views, the electron-
positron beam axis is perpendicular to the plane of the page. The stability of the electron
and the long lifetime of the muon allow these fundamental Z decays to be directly observed,
while the low-multiplicity products of τ decays are confined to well-isolated cones. Hadronic Z
decays result in higher-multiplicity jets of particles produced in the QCD cascades initiated by
the initial qq pair.
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e+e− → Z → qq̄ → 2 jets
pp̄→ ZZ → µ+µ−µ+µ−
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SM tested up to ∼ 200 GeV
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• precision O(0.1%) measurements of the processes e+e− → ff̄

• O(1%) for the processes e+e− →WW/ZZ → 4 fermions
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Z couplings to fermions

• Lint = JµZ0
µ, Jµ ∼ ψ̄γµ(gV − gAγ5)ψ
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Figure 1.15: The neutrino scattering and e+e− annihilation data available in 1987 constrained
the values of gVℓ and gAℓ to lie within broad bands, whose intersections helped establish the
validity of the SM and were consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality. The inset
shows the results of the LEP/SLD measurements at a scale expanded by a factor of 65 (see
Figure 7.3). The flavour-specific measurements demonstrate the universal nature of the lepton
couplings unambiguously on a scale of approximately 0.001.
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• strong constraints on physics beyond SM
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2012 –: discovery and study of the Higgs at the LHC
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Figure 9: Higgs boson branching ratios and their uncertainties for the mass range around 125 GeV.

While about half of this shift is due to the change in αs, the remaining part comes from improvements
in HDECAY, in particular from the inclusion of charm-quark-loop contributions and NLO quark-mass
effects. The partial widths for the other bosonic decay modes change at the level of one per mille or
below. The total width increases by approximately 0.5%. Correspondingly, the relative increase for the
central value of the H → bb BR is approximately 1%. The relative decrease in the other fermionic
modes is below 1%. For H → gg, the relative decrease of the BR is approximately 4%. The relative
decrease of the other bosonic BRs is below 1%, only.

The error estimates on the BRs also change as discussed in the following: The total error on
the H → bb BR decreases to below 2% due to the reduced errors on αs and the bottom quark mass
and the reduced THU. Since the error on H → bb is a major source of uncertainty for all the other
BRs, their error is reduced by more than 2% due to this improvement alone. In addition, the other
fermionic modes benefit from the reduced THU after the inclusion of the full EW corrections, such that
the corresponding errors are reduced roughly by a factor of 2 to below 2.5% for the leptonic final states
and to below 7% for H → cc. Also the error estimates for the bosonic decay modes are decreased,
mainly due to the improvements in H → bb. In particular, the error for the decay into massive vector
bosons is approximately 2%, i.e. half as big as before. The errors on the partial widths are discussed in
Section I.3.1.c.

The BRs for the fermionic decay modes are shown in Tables 174–175. The BRs for the bosonic
decay modes together with the total width are given in Tables 176–178. Besides the BRs, the tables list
also the corresponding theoretical uncertainties (THU) and parametric uncertainties resulting from the
quark masses (PU(mq)) and the strong coupling (PU(αs)). The PUs from the different quark masses
have been added in quadrature. The BRs (including the full uncertainty) are also presented graphically
in Figure 9 for the mass region around the Higgs boson resonance.

Finally, Tables 179–181 list the BRs for the most relevant Higgs boson decays into four-fermion
final states. The right-most column in the tables shows the total relative uncertainty of these BRs in
per cent, obtained by adding the PUs in quadrature and combining them linearly with the THU. The
uncertainty is practically equal for all H→ 4f BRs and the same for those for H→WW/ZZ. Note that
the charge-conjugate final state is not included for H→ `+νlqq.
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Pileup at LHC
Challenge to cope with pile-up interactionsChallenge to cope with pile-up interactions

33

Interactions per bunch per crossing:

muonmuon

muon
muon

Tracks in
 inner detector

Large number of additional interactions (pile-up) cause performance degradation.
Powerful pile-up mitigation techniques developed.
The performance loss is well described by Monte Carlo simulation.

Electron isolation efficiency: 

Electron transverse momentum

talk by T. Carli, ICHEP 2018, Seoul
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HIGGS PROPERTIES

• Nearing theory-limited territory with just 2016 data
 10

A. Gilbert (CERN)10/4/18

Contributing analyses

 13

• Total of 250 individual categories (counting signal and control regions) and ~ 5400 
nuisance parameters in the combined fit

ggF VBF VH ttH
H→ZZ→4l ● ● ● ●
H→γγ ● ● ● ●
H→WW ● ● ● ●
H→bb ● ● ●
H→ττ ● ● ●
H→μμ ● ●
H→inv ● ● ●

Analysis Reference

H→ZZ→4l JHEP 11 (2017) 047

H→γγ arXiv:1804.02716

H→WW HIG-16-042

VH→bb PLB 780 (2018) 501

H→ττ PLB 779 (2018) 283

H→μμ  (*) HIG-17-019

Boosted H→bb PRL 120 (2018) 071802

ttH→WW/ZZ/ττ arXiv:1803.05485

ttH→bb (leptonic) HIG-17-026

ttH→bb (hadronic) arXiv:1803.06986

H→invisible  (*) HIG-17-023
(*) included only for specific results

• Analysed all main production and decay modes on 2016 13 TeV dataset (35.9 fb-1):

17

where the total uncertainty has been decomposed into statistical, signal theory systematic, and
other systematic components.

Relaxing the assumption of a common production mode scaling leads to a parametrization
with five production signal strength modifiers: µggH, µVBF, µWH, µZH, and µttH. In this pa-
rameterization, as well as all subsequent parametrizations involving signal strengths or cross
sections, the tH production is assumed to scale like ttH. Conversely, relaxing the common de-
cay mode scaling leads to one with the modifiers: µgg, µZZ, µWW, µtt, and µbb. Results of the
fits in these two models are summarized in Figure 5. The numerical values, including the un-
certainty decomposition into statistical and systematic parts, and the corresponding expected
uncertainties, are given in Table 3.

Parameter value
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

µ

ttH
µ

ZH
µ

WH
µ

VBF
µ

ggH
µ

Preliminary CMS
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

Observed
sys.)⊕ (stat.σ1±

 (sys.)σ1±
σ2±

Parameter value
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

bbµ

ττµ

WWµ

ZZµ

γγµ

Preliminary CMS
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

Observed
sys.)⊕ (stat.σ1±

 (sys.)σ1±
σ2±

Figure 5: Summary plot of the fit to the per-production mode (left) and per-decay mode (right)
signal strength modifiers µi. The thick and thin horizontal bars indicate the ±1s and ±2s
uncertainties, respectively. Also shown are the ±1s systematic components of the uncertain-
ties. The last point in the per-production mode summary plot is taken from a separate fit and
indicates the result of the combined overall signal strength µ.

The improvement in the precision of the measurement of the ggH production rate of ⇠50%
(from ⇠20% to ⇠10%) compared to Ref. [28] and ⇠33% (from ⇠15% to ⇠10%) compared to
Ref. [30], can be attributed to the combined effects of an increased ggH production cross section,
and a reduction in the associated theoretical uncertainties. Improvements in the precision for
other production rates compared to Ref. [28] range up to⇠20% for the VBF and VH production
rates. The uncertainty in the measurement of the ttH production rate is reduced by around
50% compared to Ref. [30]. This is in part due to the increased ttH cross section between 8 and
13 TeV, but also due to the inclusion of additional exclusive event categories that target this
production processes.

The most generic signal strength parametrization has one signal strength parameter for each
production and decay mode combination, µi

f . Given the five production and five decay modes
listed above, this implies a model with 25 parameters of interest. However not all can be ex-
perimentally constrained in this combination. Since there is no dedicated analysis targeting the
WH and ZH production with H! tt decay, or VBF production with H! bb decay included
in the combination, these are fixed to the SM expectation and the modifiers are not included in

10Nicholas	Wardle

Production

pSM ~ 50%

f
i
µ

2− 1− 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bb
ττ

WW
ZZ
γγ

bb
WW

ZZ
γγ

bb
WW

ZZ
γγ
ττ

WW
ZZ
γγ

bb
ττ

WW
ZZ
γγ

Preliminary CMS
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

Observed
 intervalσ1

ttH
W

H
ZH

gg
H

VB
F

µf
i =

�(i! H) · BR(H! f)

�SM (i! H) · BRSM(H! f)

Parameter value
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

µ

ttH
µ

ZH
µ

WH
µ

VBF
µ

ggH
µ

Preliminary CMS
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

Observed
sys.)⊕ (stat.σ1±

 (sys.)σ1±
σ2±

= 1.23+14
�13

�
+08
�08 stat +12

�10 sys
�

= 1.18+31
�27

�
+16
�16 stat +26

�21 sys
�

Reduction in uncertainties
• ggH reduced by ~33%
• ttH reduced by ~50%

Compared to Run-1 LHC combination.

pSM ~ 9%

33% reduced  
uncertainty wrt LHC Run1

50% reduced  
uncertainty wrt LHC Run1
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Measurements of electroweak parametersMeasurements of electroweak parameters

1818

W-mass:         80370 +-   19  MeV  EPJ  C78 (2018) 110         ~0.02%  
Higgs mass: 124970 +-  240 MeV  arXiv:1806.00242                 ~0.2%  
Top-mass:    172510 +-  500 MeV  ATLAS-CONF-2017-071     ~0.3%    

Other recent electroweak measurements: Precision: 

 0.15% precision

Result from likelihood fit:

sin2θeff
l

=0.23140±0.00036

Measurement of electroweak mixing angle:
Drell-Yan cross-section qq→Z→ll expanded as sum of 9 harmonic polynomials (NNLO QCD).
In LO QCD (Z-boson rest frame):

A
4
 measured using two leptons ||<2.4 (cc) 

and at least one forward electron 2.5<||<4.6 (cf).
Using 8 TeV data (2012).

0.00021(stat )±0.00024 (PDF )±0.00016 (syst)

Uncertainty break-down:

ATLAS-CONF-2018-037

A
4
 (and A

3
) sensitive to weak mixing angle

Main limitation knowledge initial quark direction.

New
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Any hint of discrepancy between data and SM?

• Up to now all direct searches at LHC of new particles has given
negative results, putting lower limits on the coupling-mass ratio
g/M

• however some puzzling data at low energy
• from LHCb data

• from the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
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LEPTON FLAVOR UNIVERSALITY 
INDIRECT NEW PHYSICS
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2. Introduction 2/25

B! D⇤⌧⌫
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W+b

c
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µ+/τ+
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H+b
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ν

µ+/τ+

B

D∗

LQ

b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

• In the Standard model, the only di↵erence between B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and
B! D(⇤)µ⌫ is the mass of the lepton

• Theoretically clean: ⇠ 2% uncertainty for D⇤ mode

• Ratio R(D(⇤)) = B(B! D(⇤)⌧⌫) / B(B! D(⇤)µ⌫) is sensitive to e.g
charged Higgs, leptoquark

• Current world average for R(D(⇤))in ⇠ 4� tension with Standard Model!

Introduction 2

• Fractional	electric	charge	
(�5/3,	�4/3,	�2/3,	�1/3	e)

• Spin	0	(scalar)	or	1	(vector)
• Inter-generational	mixing	

suppressed	to	meet	
experimental	constraint

LQ

q

l

L,	B

(unknown)
coupling	l

Recently	got	particular	
attention	as	it	might	
explain	observed	B-
anomalies

LQ	that	preferentially	couples	to	
2nd/3rd	generation	favored:
Can	be	even	at	O(1)	TeV scale

t+

µ-µ-

Direct	searches	at	CMS	

LQ phenomenology 

  new scalar (J=0) or vector (J=1) particles 
color, L, B, fractional Q (±1/3, ±2/3, ±4/3, ±5/3) 
  decay to lepton + quark via unknown coupling λ
  realised in some BSM theories 

  GUT-inspired models, technicolor, compositeness, RPV SUSY, … 
  free parameters (scalar case): MLQ,  λ,  β = BR(LQ→l±q) = 1-BR(LQ→νq’) 
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Motivation
B-physics anomalies, g � 2

Deviations from SM prediction
measured in b-flavor observables and
muon AMM

I R(D(⇤)) = �(B!D(⇤)⌧⌫̄)

�(B!D(⇤)`⌫̄)
(⇠ 4�)

I R(K (⇤)) = �(B!K (⇤)µµ)

�(B!K (⇤)ee)
(⇠ 2.5�)

I B0 ! K⇤0µµ angular obs. (⇠ 3.4�)
I Muon AMM aµ (⇠ 3.5�)

Leptoquarks possible solution

I Strong coupling to 3rd generation
I Weakest flavor constraints on 3rd gen
I Mass at TeV scale
I LQ! tµ also elegant solution for aµ
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  tree-level explanation of  
  B-anomalies  

 

  preferred: couplings to 2nd/ 3rd 
generation 
  mass could be O(1) TeV 
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  tree-level explanation of  
  B-anomalies  

 

  preferred: couplings to 2nd/ 3rd 
generation 
  mass could be O(1) TeV 

Standard Model

New Physics

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the SM of the B0! K⇤0`+`� decay for the (top left) electroweak
penguin and (top right) box diagram. Possible NP contributions violating LU: (bottom left) a
tree-level diagram mediated by a new gauge boson Z 0 and (bottom right) a tree-level diagram
involving a leptoquark LQ.

bin at 6.0 GeV2/c4 is chosen to reduce contamination from the radiative tail of the J/ 
resonance.

The measurement is performed as a double ratio of the branching fractions of the
B0! K⇤0`+`� and B0! K⇤0J/ (! `+`�) decays

RK⇤0 =
B(B0! K⇤0µ+µ�)

B(B0! K⇤0J/ (! µ+µ�))

� B(B0! K⇤0e+e�)

B(B0! K⇤0J/ (! e+e�))
,

where the two channels are also referred to as the “nonresonant” and the “resonant” modes,
respectively. The experimental quantities relevant for the measurement are the yields
and the reconstruction e�ciencies of the four decays entering in the double ratio. Due
to the similarity between the experimental e�ciencies of the nonresonant and resonant
decay modes, many sources of systematic uncertainty are substantially reduced. This
helps to mitigate the significant di↵erences in reconstruction between decays with muons
or electrons in the final state, mostly due to bremsstrahlung emission and the trigger
response. The decay J/ ! `+`� is measured to be consistent with LU [24]. In order to
avoid experimental biases, a blind analysis was performed. The measurement is corrected
for final-state radiation (FSR). Recent SM predictions for RK⇤0 in the two q2 regions are
reported in table 1. Note that possible uncertainties related to QED corrections are only
included in Ref. [26], and these are found to be at the percent level. The RK⇤0 ratio is
smaller than unity in the low-q2 region due to phase-space e↵ects.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes the LHCb
detector, as well as the data and the simulation samples used; the experimental challenges
in studying electrons as compared to muons are discussed in section 3; section 4 details

2
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ANOMALIES AT TREE LEVEL

• Extending study of tree-level anomalies to Bc sector with J/psi

 15

PRD 97 (2018) 072013,  
PRL 120 (2018) 121801,  
Run 1, 3 fb-1 

value, we obtain RðJ/ψÞ ¼ 0.71 $ 0.17ðstatÞ. The signifi-
cance of the signal determined from a likelihood scan
procedure and corrected for the systematic uncertainty is
found to be 3 standard deviations.
Systematic uncertainties on RðJ/ψÞ are listed in Table I.

The effect of the limited size of the toy simulated data on
the template shapes is determined using the procedure of
Refs. [37,38]. In the nominal fit, the Bþ

c → J/ψ form factor
parameters, except for the scalar form factor that primarily
affects the semitauonic mode, are fixed to the values
obtained from a fit to a subset of the data enriched in
the normalization mode. To assess the effect onRðJ/ψÞ due
to this procedure, an alternative fit is performed with the
form factor parameters allowed to vary, and the difference
in quadrature of the uncertainties is assigned as a systematic
uncertainty. The effect due to the Bþ

c → ψð2SÞ form factors
is evaluated by comparing fits using two different theo-
retical models for this template [18,31].
The systematic uncertainty of the bias correction is

calculated from the difference in bias between fits to the
simulated data based on a set of realistic parametrized
distributions and corresponding fits based on KDE versions
of these distributions. The effect of the placement of the bin
thresholds in the quantity Z is determined by varying the
boundaries of the thresholds in E&

μ and q2and by reducing
the number of bins in the fit. The data-driven method
employed to determine the mis-ID background is repeated
with an alternative approach for modeling the effect of
misreconstructed tracks within the mis-ID control sample
(rejected from the nominal sample by muon PID require-
ments). The fit procedure is repeated with templates derived
from this alternative method, and an uncertainty is assigned
using half the difference between the resulting central value
of RðJ/ψÞ and the nominal value. The systematic uncer-
tainty due to the combinatorial background model is
determined by varying the linear correction made to its
J/ψμþ mass distribution described above, within its
bounds. The uncertainty due to the combinatorial back-
ground in the J/ψ peak region is determined by varying the
normalization of this component within the range deter-
mined from the alternative fit to the invariant-mass dis-
tribution of J/ψ candidates.
The systematic uncertainty due to the contribution of the

process Bþ
c → J/ψHcX, which is poorly resolved by the fit,

is determined by fixing the yield relative to the normali-
zation to that expected from the estimated branching
fraction for these decays [29,34]. The effect of fixing the
contribution of the semitauonic decay Bþ

c → ψð2SÞτþ νμ is
determined by varyingR½ψð2SÞ( by $ 50% of the predicted
value. The background from the feed-down decays Bþ

c →
Xð3872Þμþ νμ with the principal decay chains Xð3872Þ →
J/ψπþ π− and Xð3872Þ → J/ψγ is kinematically similar to
the background from Bþ

c → ψð2SÞτþ νμ. An approximate
bound on the number of Xð3872Þ candidates in the sample
is obtained from the invariant mass distribution of J/ψπþ π−

combinations in the sample. This bound is found to be less
than the uncertainty in the ψð2SÞ yield, and, thus, no
additional uncertainty is assigned. In general, the effect of
charmonium states above the open-charm threshold, which
have large total width, are negligible as a result of their
small decay rate to final states containing J/ψ . The
uncertainty due to the small contribution of semitauonic
decays involving χc states is assessed by assuming that the
entire yield for this mode is absorbed in the signal mode
and is summed in quadrature with that from the ψð2SÞ feed-
down mode.
The systematic uncertainty due to the weighting of the

simulation distributions of event parameters (the track
multiplicity and the separation significances of the J/ψ
and of the unpaired muon) is determined by varying the
criteria for the definition of the subset of the data sample
enriched in the normalization mode used in the weighting
procedure and employing alternative methods to account
for the misidentified muon candidates in the sample. The
uncertainty in the efficiency ratio measured in simulation is
propagated to RðJ/ψÞ and is dominated by the statistical
uncertainty of the simulation sample.
In summary, the decay Bþ

c → J/ψτþ ντ is studied using
data corresponding to 3 fb−1 recorded with the LHCb
detector during 2011 and 2012, leading to the first
measurement of the ratio of branching fractions

RðJ/ψÞ ¼ BðBþ
c → J/ψτþ ντÞ

BðBþ
c → J/ψμþ νμÞ

¼ 0.71 $ 0.17ðstatÞ $ 0.18ðsystÞ: ð3Þ

This result lies within 2 standard deviations of the range of
central values currently predicted by the standard model,
0.25–0.28.

TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties in the determination of
RðJ/ψÞ.

Source of uncertainty Size (×10−2)

Finite simulation size 8.0
Bþ
c → J/ψ form factors 12.1

Bþ
c → ψð2SÞ form factors 3.2

Fit bias correction 5.4
Z binning strategy 5.6
Mis-ID background strategy 5.6
combinatorial background cocktail 4.5
combinatorial J/ψ background scaling 0.9
Bþ
c → J/ψHcX contribution 3.6

ψð2SÞ and χc feed-down 0.9
Weighting of simulation samples 1.6
Efficiency ratio 0.6
Bðτþ → μþ νμν̄τÞ 0.2
Systematic uncertainty 17.7
Statistical uncertainty 17.3
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SM prediction: 0.25-0.28the mis-ID background. A data-driven approach is used to
construct templates for this background component. A
sample of J/ψhþ candidates, where hþ stands for a charged
hadron, is selected following similar criteria to those of the
signal sample but with the hþ failing the muon identi-
fication criteria. This control sample is enriched in various
hadron species (primarily, pions, kaons, and protons) and
electrons. Using several high-purity control samples of
identified hadrons, weights are computed that represent the
probability that a hadron with particular kinematic proper-
ties would pass the muon criteria. These weights are
applied to the J/ψhþ sample to generate binned templates
representing these background components. The normali-
zation of each of these components is allowed to vary in the
fit to the data.
A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed using the

templates representing the various components. The num-
ber of candidates from each component, with the exception
of the combinatorial J/ψ background, are allowed to vary in
the fit, as are the shape parameters corresponding to the Bþ

c
lifetime and the A0ðq2Þ form factor. The contributions
of the feed-down processes involving the decays of
higher-mass charmonium states Bþ

c → ψð2SÞμþνμ, Bþ
c →

χcð0;1;2Þð1PÞμþνμ are allowed to vary in the fit, whereas the
ratio of the branching fractions R½ψð2SÞ% ¼ B½Bþ

c →
ψð2SÞτþντ%/B½Bþ

c → ψð2SÞμþνμ% is fixed to the predicted
SM value of 8.5% [18]. This is later varied for the
evaluation of a systematic uncertainty.
Extensive studies of the fit procedure are carried out to

identify potential sources of bias in the fit. Simulated signal
is added to the data histograms, and the resulting changes in
the value of RðJ/ψÞ from the fit are found to be consistent
with the injected signal increments. The procedure is also
applied to the mis-ID background, which shows no bias in
the fitted number of events as a function of injected events.
Another important consideration for this measurement is
the disparate properties of the various templates. Some
templates are populated in all kinematically allowed
bins, such as the mis-ID background that is derived from
large data samples. Others are sparsely populated and
contain empty bins, e.g., for modes with low efficiency
and yields that are obtained from simulated events.
Pseudoexperiments with template compositions similar
to those in this analysis reveal a possible bias of the fit
results. Hence, the binning scheme for this analysis is
chosen to minimize the number of empty bins in the
sparsely populated templates, while retaining the discrimi-
nating power of the distributions. Kernel density estimation
(KDE) [36] is used to derive continuous distributions
representative of the nominal fit templates. Simulated
pseudoexperiments using histogram templates sampled
from these continuous distributions are then used to
evaluate any remaining bias that results. Based on these
studies, a Bayesian procedure is implemented for cor-
recting the raw RðJ/ψÞ value after unblinding.

The results of the fit are presented in Fig. 1 showing the
projections of the nominal fit result onto the quantities
m2

miss, decay time, and Z. The fit yields 1400 ' 300 signal
and 19140 ' 340 normalization decays, where the errors
are statistical and correlated. Accounting for the τþ →
μþνμν̄τ branching fraction and the ratio of efficiencies
[ð52.4 ' 0.4Þ%] gives an uncorrected value of 0.79 for
RðJ/ψÞ. Correcting for the mean expected bias at this
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FIG. 1. Distributions of (top) m2
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(bottom) Z of the signal data overlaid with projections of the fit
model with all normalization and shape parameters at their best-
fit values. Below each panel, differences between the data and fit
are shown, normalized by the Poisson uncertainty in the data; the
dashed lines are at the values ' 2.
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the mis-ID background. A data-driven approach is used to
construct templates for this background component. A
sample of J/ψhþ candidates, where hþ stands for a charged
hadron, is selected following similar criteria to those of the
signal sample but with the hþ failing the muon identi-
fication criteria. This control sample is enriched in various
hadron species (primarily, pions, kaons, and protons) and
electrons. Using several high-purity control samples of
identified hadrons, weights are computed that represent the
probability that a hadron with particular kinematic proper-
ties would pass the muon criteria. These weights are
applied to the J/ψhþ sample to generate binned templates
representing these background components. The normali-
zation of each of these components is allowed to vary in the
fit to the data.
A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed using the

templates representing the various components. The num-
ber of candidates from each component, with the exception
of the combinatorial J/ψ background, are allowed to vary in
the fit, as are the shape parameters corresponding to the Bþ

c
lifetime and the A0ðq2Þ form factor. The contributions
of the feed-down processes involving the decays of
higher-mass charmonium states Bþ

c → ψð2SÞμþνμ, Bþ
c →

χcð0;1;2Þð1PÞμþνμ are allowed to vary in the fit, whereas the
ratio of the branching fractions R½ψð2SÞ% ¼ B½Bþ

c →
ψð2SÞτþντ%/B½Bþ

c → ψð2SÞμþνμ% is fixed to the predicted
SM value of 8.5% [18]. This is later varied for the
evaluation of a systematic uncertainty.
Extensive studies of the fit procedure are carried out to

identify potential sources of bias in the fit. Simulated signal
is added to the data histograms, and the resulting changes in
the value of RðJ/ψÞ from the fit are found to be consistent
with the injected signal increments. The procedure is also
applied to the mis-ID background, which shows no bias in
the fitted number of events as a function of injected events.
Another important consideration for this measurement is
the disparate properties of the various templates. Some
templates are populated in all kinematically allowed
bins, such as the mis-ID background that is derived from
large data samples. Others are sparsely populated and
contain empty bins, e.g., for modes with low efficiency
and yields that are obtained from simulated events.
Pseudoexperiments with template compositions similar
to those in this analysis reveal a possible bias of the fit
results. Hence, the binning scheme for this analysis is
chosen to minimize the number of empty bins in the
sparsely populated templates, while retaining the discrimi-
nating power of the distributions. Kernel density estimation
(KDE) [36] is used to derive continuous distributions
representative of the nominal fit templates. Simulated
pseudoexperiments using histogram templates sampled
from these continuous distributions are then used to
evaluate any remaining bias that results. Based on these
studies, a Bayesian procedure is implemented for cor-
recting the raw RðJ/ψÞ value after unblinding.

The results of the fit are presented in Fig. 1 showing the
projections of the nominal fit result onto the quantities
m2

miss, decay time, and Z. The fit yields 1400 ' 300 signal
and 19140 ' 340 normalization decays, where the errors
are statistical and correlated. Accounting for the τþ →
μþνμν̄τ branching fraction and the ratio of efficiencies
[ð52.4 ' 0.4Þ%] gives an uncorrected value of 0.79 for
RðJ/ψÞ. Correcting for the mean expected bias at this
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FIG. 1. Distributions of (top) m2
miss, (middle) decay time, and

(bottom) Z of the signal data overlaid with projections of the fit
model with all normalization and shape parameters at their best-
fit values. Below each panel, differences between the data and fit
are shown, normalized by the Poisson uncertainty in the data; the
dashed lines are at the values ' 2.
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value, we obtain RðJ/ψÞ ¼ 0.71 $ 0.17ðstatÞ. The signifi-
cance of the signal determined from a likelihood scan
procedure and corrected for the systematic uncertainty is
found to be 3 standard deviations.
Systematic uncertainties on RðJ/ψÞ are listed in Table I.

The effect of the limited size of the toy simulated data on
the template shapes is determined using the procedure of
Refs. [37,38]. In the nominal fit, the Bþ

c → J/ψ form factor
parameters, except for the scalar form factor that primarily
affects the semitauonic mode, are fixed to the values
obtained from a fit to a subset of the data enriched in
the normalization mode. To assess the effect onRðJ/ψÞ due
to this procedure, an alternative fit is performed with the
form factor parameters allowed to vary, and the difference
in quadrature of the uncertainties is assigned as a systematic
uncertainty. The effect due to the Bþ

c → ψð2SÞ form factors
is evaluated by comparing fits using two different theo-
retical models for this template [18,31].
The systematic uncertainty of the bias correction is

calculated from the difference in bias between fits to the
simulated data based on a set of realistic parametrized
distributions and corresponding fits based on KDE versions
of these distributions. The effect of the placement of the bin
thresholds in the quantity Z is determined by varying the
boundaries of the thresholds in E&

μ and q2and by reducing
the number of bins in the fit. The data-driven method
employed to determine the mis-ID background is repeated
with an alternative approach for modeling the effect of
misreconstructed tracks within the mis-ID control sample
(rejected from the nominal sample by muon PID require-
ments). The fit procedure is repeated with templates derived
from this alternative method, and an uncertainty is assigned
using half the difference between the resulting central value
of RðJ/ψÞ and the nominal value. The systematic uncer-
tainty due to the combinatorial background model is
determined by varying the linear correction made to its
J/ψμþ mass distribution described above, within its
bounds. The uncertainty due to the combinatorial back-
ground in the J/ψ peak region is determined by varying the
normalization of this component within the range deter-
mined from the alternative fit to the invariant-mass dis-
tribution of J/ψ candidates.
The systematic uncertainty due to the contribution of the

process Bþ
c → J/ψHcX, which is poorly resolved by the fit,

is determined by fixing the yield relative to the normali-
zation to that expected from the estimated branching
fraction for these decays [29,34]. The effect of fixing the
contribution of the semitauonic decay Bþ

c → ψð2SÞτþ νμ is
determined by varyingR½ψð2SÞ( by $ 50% of the predicted
value. The background from the feed-down decays Bþ

c →
Xð3872Þμþ νμ with the principal decay chains Xð3872Þ →
J/ψπþ π− and Xð3872Þ → J/ψγ is kinematically similar to
the background from Bþ

c → ψð2SÞτþ νμ. An approximate
bound on the number of Xð3872Þ candidates in the sample
is obtained from the invariant mass distribution of J/ψπþ π−

combinations in the sample. This bound is found to be less
than the uncertainty in the ψð2SÞ yield, and, thus, no
additional uncertainty is assigned. In general, the effect of
charmonium states above the open-charm threshold, which
have large total width, are negligible as a result of their
small decay rate to final states containing J/ψ . The
uncertainty due to the small contribution of semitauonic
decays involving χc states is assessed by assuming that the
entire yield for this mode is absorbed in the signal mode
and is summed in quadrature with that from the ψð2SÞ feed-
down mode.
The systematic uncertainty due to the weighting of the

simulation distributions of event parameters (the track
multiplicity and the separation significances of the J/ψ
and of the unpaired muon) is determined by varying the
criteria for the definition of the subset of the data sample
enriched in the normalization mode used in the weighting
procedure and employing alternative methods to account
for the misidentified muon candidates in the sample. The
uncertainty in the efficiency ratio measured in simulation is
propagated to RðJ/ψÞ and is dominated by the statistical
uncertainty of the simulation sample.
In summary, the decay Bþ

c → J/ψτþ ντ is studied using
data corresponding to 3 fb−1 recorded with the LHCb
detector during 2011 and 2012, leading to the first
measurement of the ratio of branching fractions

RðJ/ψÞ ¼ BðBþ
c → J/ψτþ ντÞ

BðBþ
c → J/ψμþ νμÞ

¼ 0.71 $ 0.17ðstatÞ $ 0.18ðsystÞ: ð3Þ

This result lies within 2 standard deviations of the range of
central values currently predicted by the standard model,
0.25–0.28.

TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties in the determination of
RðJ/ψÞ.

Source of uncertainty Size (×10−2)

Finite simulation size 8.0
Bþ
c → J/ψ form factors 12.1

Bþ
c → ψð2SÞ form factors 3.2

Fit bias correction 5.4
Z binning strategy 5.6
Mis-ID background strategy 5.6
combinatorial background cocktail 4.5
combinatorial J/ψ background scaling 0.9
Bþ
c → J/ψHcX contribution 3.6

ψð2SÞ and χc feed-down 0.9
Weighting of simulation samples 1.6
Efficiency ratio 0.6
Bðτþ → μþ νμν̄τÞ 0.2
Systematic uncertainty 17.7
Statistical uncertainty 17.3
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Shahram Rahatlou, Roma Sapienza & INFN

ANOMALIES IN PENGUINS

• Discrepancies in b →sll transitions at BaBar, Belle, and LHCb

– Differential branching fractions


• Analysis with Run2 data underway at LHCb

– challenging precision analysis over multi-year data sample

– Also adding new final states, e.g. Bs → ϕ l+ l−


• Plan to perform measurement at CMS with improved low-momentum 
electron reconstruction

 16

PRL 113 (2014) 151601, JHEP 08 (2017) 055, Run 1 data, 3 fb-1 

talk by S. Rahatlou, ICHEP 2018, Seoul
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status of aµ = (g − 2)/2

• E821@BNL measurement with an error of 0.54 ppm

aexpµ = 116592089(63)× 10−11

G.W. Bennet et al. (Muon (g-2)), Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 072003

• Error reduction by about a factor of 4 in few years with E989@FNAL
R.M. Carey et al., (2009), Fermilab-Proposal-0989

• E34@JPARC can later
cross-check the E989 result with a completely independent method

J. Imazato, Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl. 129 (2004) 81, J-PARC Proposal

• Theoretical prediction
F. Jegerlehner, MITP Workshop, 19-23 February 2018, Mainz

aSMµ = 116591783(35)× 10−11

• ∆(Th− Exp) = −306± 72 ∼4σ deviation

• New Physics?

• systematics of the measurement?

• systematics of the theoretical prediction? =⇒F. Piccinini (INFN Sezione di Pavia) Exp. status and future colliders 17 September 2018 28 / 36



aSM
µ = aQED

µ + aEW
µ + aHLO

µ + aHHO
µ

• QED perturbative corrections known up to 4 loops plus 5 loops
partial calculation: aQED

µ = 116584718.86(30)× 10−11

∼ 99.99% of the total
T. Aoyama, M. Hayakawa, T. Kinoshita; S. Laporta, E. Remiddi; M. Passera

• aHLO
µ = 6894.6(32.5)× 10−11 =⇒ largest source of uncertainty

F. Jegerlehner, MITP Workshop, 19-23 February 2018, Mainz

X
µ

γ

γ γ

• Hadronic light-by-light: aLxLµ = 103.4(28.8)× 10−11

F. Jegerlehner, MITP Workshop, 19-23 February 2018, Mainz

µ(p)

γ(k) kρ

had + 5 permutations of the qi

µ(p′)

q1µq2ν
q3λ

• Hadronic HO vacuum polarization: aHHO
µ = −87.0(0.6)× 10−11

• two loop electroweak radiative corrections:
aEWµ = 153.6(1.1)× 10−11

Gnendiger, Stöckinger, Stöckinger-Kim
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The (approved) future of LHC

TOWARDS HIGH LUMINOSITY

WITH UPGRADED DETECTORS

x5 Run1 x2 Run2 x10 Run3

2021	 2022	 2023	 2024	 2025	 2026	 2027	 2028	 2029	 2030	 2031	 …	

LHC	

Upgrade	Ia	 Upgrade	Ib	 Upgrade	II	

Run	3	 LS3	 LS4	

HL-LHC	 Run	4	 Run	5	LS3	 LS4	
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main issues at HL-LHC

• increase of pile-up, up to < µ >∼ 140 (n. of interaction per
crossing)

1.4. Challenges of High Luminosity to the Physics Reach of CMS 15

Since the number of bunches cannot be increased, luminosity increases at the LHC result in
higher pileup. Pileup produces many more hits in the tracking detectors, leading to mismea-
sured or misidentified tracks. It also adds extra energy to the calorimeter measurements, such
as jet energies, associated with the collision that contained a hard scatter. Electroweak phenom-
ena, which are of special interest, are often characterized by having “isolated” leptons, that is
leptons or photons with very little activity around them. Energy or tracks from pileup can con-
tribute to an activity that is not due to the collision containing the leptons or photons and cause
them to appear non-isolated. Pileup confuses the trigger and also the offline reconstruction
and interpretation of events. It increases the amount of data that has to be read out in each BX
that contains a hard scatter. In fact, at the HL-LHC, most of the data read out will be associated
with the “pile-up” collisions rather than the collision containing hard scatters. It also increases
the execution time for the reconstruction of events in the High Level Trigger and the offline
analysis.

In-time pileup can be observed in a single bunch-crossing by the many collision vertices that
are reconstructed by the tracking system. A relatively high-pileup crossing that was produced
in a special data run in 2012 is shown in Fig. 1.16. There are 78 reconstructed vertices. The
total number of pileup collisions is actually somewhat larger because some vertices have too
few tracks to be reconstructed. The upgraded tracking system can be designed with enough
additional segmentation to associate charged particles with the correct interaction vertices most
of the time, even for PU of 140 or 200. This enables the collision containing the hard scatter to
be correctly reconstructed and for isolated leptons to be correctly identified in most cases.

The calorimeters in CMS do not have “pointing capability” so it is not possible to associate
showers in them with particular vertices. However, the particle flow techniques that are now
employed will associate charged tracks in the shower with a particular vertex and this helps to
arrive at the correct interpretation of events even in the presence of very high pileup. Moreover,
the many simultaneous “typical” or “minimum bias” collisions in the bunch crossing produce
a rather smooth energy distribution that can be extrapolated into jet cones or isolation cones to
enable a subtraction of their effect.

Figure 1.16: High pileup event with 78 reconstructed vertices taken in 2012

Out-of-time pileup is illustrated in Fig 1.17. The degree of OOT depends on the intrinsic time
spread and jitter of the pulses produced in each detector by particles passing through it and by
shaping times and other characteristics of the readout electronics. Tracking systems typically
respond in times short compared to the inter-bunch spacing of 25 ns and are not very sensis-
itive to OOT. Calorimeters may produce longer signals and may need longer shaping times
and so may suffer from problems with OOT. If the detectors and their readout electronics pro-
vide timing or pulse shape information, it is possible to use it to correct the energy deposition
associated with a bunch crossing for the energy leakage into that crossing from OOT. Timing

CMS-TDR-15-02, LHCC-P-008

• damage to detector components from large radiation dose
=⇒
• upgrades needed for detector hardware, trigger, DAQ, software

and computing

see lectures by S. Vallecorsa and M. Selvaggi
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What next after HL-LHC?
without a clearcut clue on the next relavant scale

• push the energy frontier as much as we can
• consistently with the (today) conceivable technological progress

logo 
area 

L. Rossi - Colliders pp - INFN meeting Strategia europea - Roma 6 Settembre 2018 10 

  Nb-Ti operating 
dipoles;   

Nb3Sn cosϑ test 
dipoles 

Nb3Sn block test 
dipoles  

Nb3Sn cosϑ LARP 
QUADs 

L. Rossi, INFN EU Strategy Meeting, 6-7 September 2018, Roma, Italy

• in a complementary way, precision machine where to study
Higgs couplings (and also electroweak physics) with great
accuracy, looking for discrepancies with SM theory predictions
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existing projects under study

• Europe (CERN)
• HE-LHC: pp collider at

√
s ' 27− 30 TeV, in the same tunnel as

LHC, by using new dipoles giving 16-20 Tesla magnetic field
• FCC

• FCC-hh: pp collider at
√
s ' 100 TeV, within a 100 Km tunnel

• FCC-ee: very high luminosity e+e− machine within the 100 Km
tunnel, from the Z boson mass to the tt̄ threshold

• FCC-he: pe collider (50 TeV proton beam and 60 GeV electron beam)
• CLIC: e+e− linear collider reaching the multi-TeV energy scale

• China
• CEPC: similar to FCC-ee, with less lumi performance and

maximum
√
s ∼ 240 GeV

• SppC: similar to FCC-hh
• Japan

• ILC: linear e+e− collider, c.m. energy from 250 GeV up to 1 TeV

lectures by M.L. Mangano, W. Riegler and F. Zimmermann on pp colliders

lectures by F.P., J. Guimaraes da Costa and F. Zimmermann on e+e− colliders
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luminosity comparison among lepton colliders

INFN Town Meeting, Roma 2018 F. Bedeschi, INFN-Pisa 16

Z 

WW 

ZH 

𝒕¯𝒕  
100xLEP 

FCC   SR power/beam <   50 MW 
CepC SR power/beam <   30 MW 

CepC, FCC, ILC, CLIC 
luminosity comparison 

F. Bedeschi, INFN EU Strategy Meeting, 6-7 September 2018, Roma, Italy
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µ+µ− collider

• mµ ∼ 200me =⇒ bremsstrahlung would be suppressed w.r.t. a
circular e+e− collider by a factor (me/mµ)4

• µ lifetime ∼ 2.2µs but longer when accelerated
• it would enable

• direct Higgs resonance production
• multi-TeV “compact” leptonic collider lecture by A. Wulzer
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15	

M.E. Biagini, INFN EU Strategy Meeting, 6-7 September 2018, Roma, Italy

lecture by P. Raimondi
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Last but not least: new acceleration techniques

• Current acceleration techniques are based on RF fields
f ∼ 10− 30 GHz, which allow field gradients of the order of
100 MV/m

• ongoing studies on new more effective techniques
• acceleration in dielectric structures =⇒∼ 1− 3 GV/m
• acceleration in ionized plasma =⇒∼ 30− 100 GV/m
• acceleration in solid crystals =⇒∼ 0.1 = 10 TV/m

lecture by M. Ferrario
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